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Personification is a figure of speech where human qualities are given to animals, objects or
ideas. In the arts, personification means representing a non-human thing.
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Examples of Personification By YourDictionary Everyone knows what a person is, but do you
know what personification is? Personification is when you assign the. Personification is one
of the most commonly used and recognized literary devices. It refers to the practice of attaching
human traits and characteristics with. Anthropomorphism, also referred to as personification, is
a well established literary device from ancient times. The story of "The Hawk and the
Nightingale" in Hesiod.
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Anthropomorphism, also referred to as personification, is a well established literary device from
ancient times. The story of "The Hawk and the Nightingale" in Hesiod.
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Personification is a figure of speech where human qualities are given to animals, objects or
ideas. In the arts, personification means representing a non-human thing.
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